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RESEARCH PAPER OVERVIEW
The following research gives an overview of new technologies unveiled at CES 2018, which entail
advancements in voice recognition and imaging technologies, as well as mixed reality and
cross-platform experiences. This research paper discusses innovation within a range of industries
such as health and wellness, transportation and home. Many of the ideas point to an intimately
connected lifestyle as consumers’ daily routines become increasingly streamlined and offloaded
to intelligent digital services. Tangential research also explores stand-out examples of marketing
activations and product design enhancements.

Evolving Voice Industry
Voice activation was front and center in many products, with everyday objects imbued with AI
voice assistants. Voice control seems to be shifting from a centralized (a single smart device in a
home i.e. alexa that a room revolves around) to a dispersed model (many devices in a home all
connected and parts of one large voice controlled ecosystem)
Google’s brand strategy is following Amazon’s lead in opening up its Assistant voice
system to third-parties. Manufacturers from all ends of the scale, from the high-end Danish
firm Bang & Olufsen to the cheap and cheerful Anker, fired out announcements of new
smart speakers at CES 2018. Some, such as LG, also launched so called smart displays
with Google Assistant – a direct shot at Amazon’s Echo Show smart speaker with a
screen.
psfk.com/voice-control
Enhanced Lifestyle
Businesses are finding ways to enhance the daily lives and broader lifestyle of customers in ways
that align with the core values of the brand, as well as bringing in partners that can add to that
experience through complementary service and education.

Kohler
Voice-Activated Mirror To Command Home Bathrooms
Home appliance company Kohler launched a new product line called Kohler Konnect,
which links a variety of kitchen and bathroom devices to a voice-controlled mirror. The
Verdera Mirror is programmed with Amazon’s Alexa, allowing the user to control the
bathtub, faucet and even the toilet with their voice. Users can operate the kitchen faucet,
control features of an intelligent toilet, adjust the lighting embedded in a bathroom mirror,
run an invigorating shower, and automatically fill a bath to a desired depth and
temperature, all with simple voice commands. Specific amounts of water can also be
requested from the kitchen and bathroom faucets, as in, “6 ounces of water, please.”
psfk.com/kohler
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Tetra
Compact Dishwasher For Small Apartments Can Finish A Load In 10 Minutes
Home appliance company Heatworks launched an internet-connected compact
dishwasher that can fit on your countertop. Tetra can be used anywhere with a standard
electrical outlet, and doesn’t require any plumbing. It can hold two full place settings, 10
plates or 12 pint glasses. Tetra is transparent so users can see where it currently is in the
dishwashing cycle. There aren’t any faucet connections required—instead, water is added
by hand. Users know exactly how much water is being used, which is about half a gallon
per load.
psfk.com/treta
Lyft
Proposal For Sustainable Transportation System To End Traffic
Lyft published new policy papers that foresee the end of car ownership in cities by 2025.
Zimmer believes stats on the decline of car ownership point to an increase in the use of
ridesharing and carpooling. They propose that we can save $1 trillion in car ownership
costs, and reduce congestion and pollution, by getting rid of that second car.
psfk.com/lyft
Mixed Reality Workout
Fitness brands are creating mixed reality experiences that encourage users to engage both
digitally and physically IRL, across platforms.

Peloton
Treadmill Furthers The Fitness Brand’s Bid To Disrupt Gyms
Peloton unveiled an internet-connected treadmill called the Peloton Tread, which enables
Peloton Members to take part in live and on-demand bootcamp and circuit classes from
the convenience of their own home. The Peloton Tread offers a suite of fitness
experiences, including a range of classes both on and off the machine. There will be a
variety of live and on-demand classes for the Peloton Tread, including Run, Total Body,
Floor and Walk classes. The machine is equipped with a 32-inch HD touchscreen (three
times bigger than the screen on the Peloton bike) that provides access to thousands of
different classes led by instructors, in a bid to change the way consumers get fit at home.
psfk.com/peloton
Under Armour
Third Iteration Of Its Connected Sneakers
Sports apparel brand Under Armour unveiled its third generation of connected running
shoes, which are part of its HOVR series and can be connected via Bluetooth in order to
track data from training sessions that is stored in the shoe. Using Bluetooth connection,
both pairs of the new connected shoes, called Phantom and Sonic, can be linked to the
company’s MapMyRun app.
psfk.com/under-armour
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Automatic Aid
Brands are embedding responsive technologies that automatically alert and connect to customer
support or healthcare aid to immediately take care of users’ needs and assist them in case of
emergency.
Dynamics Inc.
Connected Credit Card Has The Features Of A Small Computer
Dynamics Inc. unveiled a credit card-like device called Wallet Card, which contains chips
that change card data on the go and a built-in cellular connection that lets it communicate
with a bank whenever it needs to, as a way to bolster security. While EMV chips and PIN
codes are common ways to avoid fraud, they can’t seem to eradicate cloning a card or
stealing numbers for cardless transactions. Dynamics’ solution is to build a smarter credit
card with an EMV chip, contactless payment chip and a magnetic stripe that can change
information on the go, which allows the instant cancellation and replacement of credit
card numbers. If a user thinks their number has been compromised, they can easily
call-up the bank and request for new digits. The new data is then beamed directly to the
card via cellular networks.
psfk.com/connected-card
E-vone
Sneakers For Seniors Can Call For Help In An Emergency
French wearable tech company E-vone designed a smart shoe engineered to send a
notification to emergency services if it detects abnormal movements by the wearer. When
something unusual happens, the shoes draw from a recommended list of contacts set up
by the wearer and sends out notifications of the event. The sneakers vibrate to confirm
that the notification was successfully sent. E-vone created models in three different
categories: a sneaker made for seniors to wear daily, a pair of work shoes and hiking
boots for anyone heading outdoors for an extended period of time.
psfk.com/2018/01/sneakers-for-seniors-can-call-for-help-in-an-emergency.html
Cosmo Connected
Connected Bike Light Alerts Emergency Services If There Is An Accident
French startup Cosmo Connected created magnetic smart light that attaches to a helmet
to function as a brake light and turn signal, to make cyclists more noticeable on the roads.
Users can also subscribe to a service that sends out an automatic call to emergency
services if they get involved in an accident. The light comes with eight different LEDs (four
red and four yellow), which change to signal when the cyclist turns and decelerates. The
turn signals operate through a connected app, to which the biker uploads their route, and
they can also be turned on manually with triggers that go on the bicycle’s handlebars. In
the app, cyclists list who they want notified if they get in an accident alongside their local
emergency services.
psfk.com/2018/01/connected-bike-light-alerts-emergency-services
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Routine Assistance
Increasing manifestations of automation through robotics, small automated devices to help
people with tasks throughout the day. All of these devices are predominantly still uni-taskers,
purpose built devices to expedite a certain or set of tasks. General 'robotic assistants' that are
general multi-taskers seems still a ways away.
LG
Robots To Make Shopping And Travel More Convenient
LG Electronics showcased three new robots designed for LG’s new CLOi brand, and each
comes with distinct programming for different industries. The Serving Robot model is
designed for airport and hotel restaurants. It comes with a touchscreen that customers
use to order their food, and it delivers the meal to them on a tray. The Porter Robot comes
with a carrying case for hotel guests to use to carry luggage to their rooms. Lastly, the
Shopping Cart Robot is made for supermarkets. It follows customers around and assists
them with shopping. A customer can view the store’s inventory list from the robot’s
touchscreen display and connect through a smartphone app to instruct it to locate
specific items in the store.
psfk.com/lg
Philips
Headband Tracks Brain Activity And Plays White Noise To Help You Sleep
Technology company Philips created a potential solution in the form of a headband called
SmartSleep. The headband sensors rest on the wearer’s forehead to detect brain activity.
When the wearer falls into the sleeping pattern known as deep sleep, the device starts up
and begins to play a repeating pattern of soft white noise. The sound pattern was
carefully chosen to ensure the wearer does not awaken from the sudden noises. The
sound should help the user remain asleep and form healthy sleeping habits.
psfk.com/philips
Foreo
Spa Treatment Device In A Handheld Package
Swedish brand Foreo introduced the world's first "smart mask", called UFO, to the beauty
market. The handheld gadget, which is still in its pre-launch phase and available through
a Kickstarter campaign, entails a 90-second treatment, compared to conventional sheet
masks that normally take 20 minutes. It features what the brand calls a “360° smart mask
treatment” that uses its “hyper-Infusion Technology” and LED light therapy, similar to what
users would receive during a facial at a professional spa.
psfk.com/spa-treatment-handheld
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Smart Vision
Companies are building artificial intelligence directly into their hardware to create advanced
imaging technology, enhancing image quality, viewing capabilities and overall user functionality.

Google's Clips AI
Google announced Google Clips camera that uses artificial intelligence to automatically
shoots images and small video loops of memorable moments by analyzing the action in
front of the camera with the help of artificial intelligence. It features a 12-megapixel sensor
and 130-degree field-of-view lens, and it's designed to take photos at 15fps. It also has
8GB of internal memory and three-hour-of-continuous-use battery. The hardware is only
now being finalised, as evident by the FCC certification, but we should be able to buy it
real soon.
bit.ly/2DYKErG
Canon
Canon announced its concept for a camera that uses AI to track objects or faces, and
learns to capture them better over time. The camera has one lens and the sensor
architecture sits on a movable platform inside the camera’s dome, which can quickly
swivel a full 360 degrees.
bit.ly/2DUxagF
Boulder AI
Boulder AI is a startup selling “vision as a service,” using its own standalone AI cameras.
The big advantage of integrating AI into the device is that they don’t require an internet
connection to work. Boulder sells to a wide range of industries, tailoring the machine
vision systems it builds to individual clients.
bit.ly/2DVnCll
Somfy
Somfy’s Outdoor Camera that uses artificial intelligence to detect when a human being is
identified in close proximity to the camera and automatically issues a warning from an
onboard microphone to leave the area. The camera can also control a light, so if it’s not
totally sure if it’s starting a fight with your car with its infrared camera mode, it can turn on
a light before kicking into full siren.
bit.ly/2DYj0ee
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Retrospective Design
Brands are creating new products with analog buttons that focus on user experience with
product design.

Beto
Beto Sleep Coach is a IoT device designed with large analog buttons and companion app
that uses AI to deliver insights such as when to feed the baby, and when to put the baby
down for a nap. The portable and wall-mountable IoT device features large,
easy-to-understand buttons for recording daily routines such as naps, meal times, diaper
changes and baths. Behind the scenes, the device sends this data to a server for careful
analysis, to provide parents with updates about their baby’s day, which are sent to the
mobile app.
prn.to/2DWYDOA
Marketing Activation
Entertainment companies are creating immersive experiences that bring film narratives to life and
enhance the brand fan connection.

Netflix Planted A Fake Biotech Booth At CES To Promote A New Sci-Fi Show
Netflix hyped its new sci-fi series Altered Carbon by creating a fake booth for a fictional
company from the show. The Psychasec vendor booth exhibited ‘lab-grown bodies’ and
was staffed by attendants dressed all in white. Altered Carbon, which starts streaming in
February, depicts a future where humans can transfer their minds from body to body, with
a rebel protagonist brought back to life to solve a high-stakes murder case.
psfk.com/netflix
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RELEVANT PSFK REPORTS
The CES 2018 Guide
PSFK’s CES Guide 2018 helps you distill
this year’s over 4,000-exhibitor convention
into a future-focused field guide,
identifying the most important technology
trends impacting consumers and
businesses.
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ABOUT PSFK
YOU ARE READING A CHAT-A-RESEARCHER REPORT - AVAILABLE FOR PSFK PREMIUM MEMBERS
PSFK is an on-demand business intelligence platform for creative professionals. Since 2004, we’ve provided insights,
research tools, advice and immersive experiences to help our members as they build better products, services,
marketing and retail.
PSFK PREMIUM MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES:
- Full access to a database of 80,000 creative business ideas (updated daily)
- Full access to industry-focused newsletters
- Full access to a library of 60+ Trends Research Reports (2-3 published monthly)
- Access to Chat-A-Researcher service for ~72 hour bespoke report
OUR WORKSHOPS
PSFK leverages its research findings, strategic recommendations and other conceptual work to develop 1-day
workshop sessions. These sessions are structured as a collaborative discussion to present the team with research and
encourage new and broader thinking.
By the end of the session, the goal is to have identified at least 3 blue sky strategies and 8-12 quick win initiatives.
BESPOKE RESEARCH
PSFK analysts combine analysis from trends research, competitive review, client data and expert opinion to identify
higher-level brand engagement strategies and tactical initiatives.
Deliverables include strategy playbooks, product and service concepts, consumer scenarios and prototypes
CONTACT
Jeff Weiner | jeff.weiner@psfk.com | 516-359-345
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